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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY CO KIS.ION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 1055.-00"1

December 2, 2006

Ms. Michele Donato
106 Grand Central Avenue
P.O. Box 145
Lavaflette, NJ 08735-0145

Dear Ms. Donato;

I am responding to your letter of July 20, 2005, in which you submitted a petition for rulemaking
on behalf of Mayor Joseph Scarpelli of Brick Township, New Jersey. The petition, docketed as
PRM-54-03, requests that the NRC amend its license renew 31 regulations in Title 10 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 54. You requestec that the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) amend its regulations to provide that thc agency renew a license only if the
plant operator demonstrates that the plant meets all criteria md requirements that would apply
if it were proposing the plant de novo for initial construction. You assert that amendments are
necessary because you believe the process and criteria est :blished in the Commission's
license renewal regulations are seriously flawed and should ,onsider such critical plant-specific
factors such as demographics, sfting, emergency evacuatior', and site security.

The Commission has analyzed and addressed the substanc of your issues on numerous
occasions over the last several decades. Neither the pelitio= nor the comments raise any new

- issue, nor provide any tangible reason why the careful formrn lation of the scope of license
!renewal should be addressed once again. Other procedural mechanisms are available to the
public to raise concerns related to the current operations of iuclear power plants. An interested
party could, for instance, file a request pursuant to 10 CFR -206, requesting that the NRC take
action to institute a proceeding, pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202 tc modify, suspend or revoke a
license, or for any other action as may be proper. Furthermn ire, any Interested person may
report a safety or security concern, or allegation to the NRC at anytime. The Commission's
regulations also provide for numerous other opportunities foi interested parties to become
involved in licensing actions, licen.se renewal, and rulemakir } proceedings.

To conclude, the NRC is denying the petition because it rais ?s issues that the Commission
already considered at length in developing the license renev aJ rule; issues that are managed by
the on-going regulatory process or under other regulations c, are beyond the Commission's
regulatory authority. You did not present any new informatic n that would contradict positions
taken by the Commission when the regulation was establish )d or demonstrate that sufficient
reason exists to modify the current regulations.

Sincerely, 4/

LuisA. Reyes e
Executive Direc! or

for Operation:.

Enclosure:
Federal Register Notice of Denial of
Petition for Rulemaking
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMIVISSION

10 CFR Part 54

[Docket No. PRM-54-02]

Andrew J. Spano; Denial of Petition for Rulemaking

[Docket No, PRM-54-03]

Joseph C. Scarpelli; Denial of Petition ft: r Rulemaking

AGENCY. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

ACTION: Petitions for rulemaking; Denial.

SUMMARY: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is d nying two nearly identical

petitions for rulemaking submitted by Andrew J. Spano, Cour ty Executive, Westchester County,

Now York (PRM-54-02), and Mayor Joseph Scarpelli of Brick Township, New Jersey (PRM-54-

03). The petitioners requested that the NRC amend its regul itions to provide that the agency

renew a license only if the plant operator demonstrates that t ie plant meets all criteria and

requirements that would apply if it were proposing the plant c a novo for initial construction. The

petitioners assert that amendments are necessary because t iey believe the process and

criteria established In the Commission's license renewal regL lations are seriously flawed and

should consider critical plant-specific factors as demographic 3, siting, emergency evacuation,

and sIte security. The NRC Is denying the petitions because the petitioners raise issues that

the Commission has already considered at length in develop:rag the license renewal rule.

These issues are managed by the on-goIng regulatory proce si or under other regulations; or

are issues beyond the Commission's regulatory authority. T1 e petitioners did not present new

1
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iý: information that would contradict positions taken by the Comr iission when the license renewal

rule was established or demonstrate that sufficient reason exi ;ts to modify the current

regulations.

ADDRESSES: Publicly available documents related to these petitions, including the petitions,

public comments received, and the NRC's letters of denial to he petitioners, may be viewed

electronically on public computers in the NRC's Public Docurr ant Room (PDR), 0-1 F21, One

White Flint North, 11555 Rockwille Pike, Rockville, Maryland. The POR reproduction contractor

will copy documents for a fee. Selected documents, includinc comments, may be viewed and

downloaded electronically via the NRC rulemaking web site a http:/lruleforum.llnl.qov.

* Publicly available documents created or received at tti a NRC after November 1, 1999,

are also available electronically at the NRC's Electronic Reac ng Room at

• http:/vww.nrc. ovfreadina-rm/adams.html. From this site, th Z public can gain entry into the

NRC's Agencywide Document Access and Management Sysi em (ADAMS), which provides text

and image files of NRC's public documents. If you do not ha-'e access to ADAMS or if there

i: are problems in accessing the documents located in ADAMS contact the PDR reference staff

at (800) 387-4209, (301) 415-4737 or by e-mail to Ddr@nrc.a v.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Lee Banlc, Off Ife of Nuclear Reactor Regulation,

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 2055 ,-0001, telephone (301) 415-2771,

e-mailmib@nrc,.ov.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

1. Background

The NRC received two separate, but nearly identical, Detitions for rulemaking in 2005

requesting that part 54. Requirements for renewal of operatir g licenses for nuclear power

2
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plants be amended. Mr. Andrew J. Spano, the County Exect itive of Westchester County, New

York, filed the first petition on May 10, 2005, which was assig led Docket No. PRM-54-02. The

NRC published a notice of receipt of the petition and request 'or public comment in the Federal

Register on June 15, 2005 (70 FR 34700). Mayor Joseph C. Scarpelri of Brick Township, New

Jersey, filed the second petition on July 20, 2005, which was issigned Docket Number

PRM-54-03.' The NRC published a notice of receipt of the pi.ýtition and request for public

comment in the Federal Register on September 14, 2005 (70 FR 54310). Because of the

similarities to PRM-54-02, Mayor Scarpelli also requested the t his petition be joined with Mr.

Spano's. The NRC agrees that the issues raised In these pe itions and some of the public

comments are nearly identical, and thus it is appropriate to w• aluate the petitions together.

PRM-54-02 (Mr. Andrew J. Spano)

Westchester County is a polittcal subdivision and mur icipality of the State of New York,

and is located Immediately north of New York City. It is 450 quare miles in size. It has a

southern border with New York City (Bronx County) and a no them border with Putnam County.

It ls flanked on the west side by the Hudson River and on the east side by Long Island Sound

and Fairfield County, Connecticut. The total population of W, ;stchester County, as measured in

the 2000 Census, Is 923,459. The 2000 population is over I C 0,000 more than it was as

measured in the 1960 Census.

Westchester County is the host county for the Indian ýoint Energy Facility (Indian Point

or IP), located in the Village of Buchanan, Town of Cortlandt. There are two nuclear, power

units at Indian Point: IP2 and IP3. These are currently opera :ed by single purpose entities

'Attorney Michelle R. Donato actually filed PRM-54-O. on behalf of Mayor Scarpelli, the
New Jersey Environmental Federation (NJEF). and the New Jersey Sierra Club (NJSC).
Although Ms. Donato's letter indicates that she is presenting :hree "formea' petitions to the
NRC, the submissions from NJEF and NJSC state that they ýtre submitted "in support of" or
Joining Mayor Scarpelli's petition. They do not appear to reqt iest petitioner status. Thus, any
reference in this document to the PRM-54-03 petitioner is lirr ted to Mayor Scarpelli.

3
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controlled by the Entergy Corporation (Entergy). IP2 & IP3's operating Ilcenses are scheduled

to expire in 2013 and 2015, respectively, and Mr. Spano belic ves that in accordance with

industry trends, Entergy could apply for license extensions f- up to an additional twenty years,

provided certain operating, environmental, and safety conditii fns are met.

Mr. Spano stated that because of the. presence of Ind an Point, Westchester County has

long had an interest and concern with the environmental, em, rgency, and public safety issues

with respect to Indian Point, Mr. Spano further stated that afler living with nuclear power plants

for the past three decades, several events have changed the local community's perspective on

the continued presence of the Indian Point facility: Three Mile Island-2, the Browns Ferry fire,

utility bankruptcies, the Chernobyl accident delays at Yucca A1ountaln, Davis-Besse reactor

head problems, and the events of September 11, 2001.. He elieves that as a result of these

events, orders for the construction of reactor facilities have ci ased and the public has become

justifiably concerned about nuclear power plant safety. Mr. S pano stated that these concerns

are particularly sensitive at Indian Point, because of its proxir iity to major population centers,

periodiC leaks of radioactive material, difficult (if not impossib e) evacuation issues, and its

proximity to the events which occurred at the World Trade Cf nter.

PRM-54-03 (Mayor Joseph C. Scarpelli)

:Brick Township, New Jersey is situated in the norther; part of Ocean County, directly on

the border of Monmouth County. and is located approximatel r 18 miles north of Oyster Creek

Nuclear Generating Station (Oyster Creek or OCNGS). Mayo )r Scarpelli stated that Ocean

County is located on the Jersey Shore, approximately 50 milE s south of New York City and 50

miles east of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Ocean County enc)mpasses nearly 640 square

miles. Mayor Scarpelli stated that Ocean County's location c i the Atlantic Ocean makes it one

of the premier tourist destinations in the United States.

4
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Oyster Creek, which is located in Lacey Township, be :ame operational in 1969. In

1970, one year after Oyster Creek began producing electrlcit ,, Ocean County, New Jersey had

208,470 residents. Mayor Scarpelli also stated that accordin I to the 2000 Census, Ocean

County today has 510,916 residents, a growth of over 245 pc rcent. Mayor Scarpelli also stated

that Brick Township has experienced great growth over the F ast four decades, and that Brick

Township is presently home to over 77,000 residents as corr pared to the 35,057 residents it

claimed in 1970.

Mayor Scarpelli stated that there have been numerou s Incldents that have occurred

since Oyster Creek began operating that have raised concer is about the safety and security of

nuclear power, particularly In densely populated areas, including the near catastrophe at Three

Mile Island, the realized catastrophe at Chernobyl, the contr( versy about Yucca Mountain, and

1ý the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001. Mayor Scarpelli is particularly concerned that the

evacuation of the communities surrounding Oyster Creek req uires extensive review and

f: consideration because of the growing concern of traffic cong estion In Ocean County due to an

aging infrastructure that has not kept up with the population )rowth.

The Petilions

Both petitions present nearly identical issues and rec uests for rulemaking. Both

petitioners believe that the license renewal process and critc da currently established in part 54

are "seriously flawed." They argue that the process for licer. se renewal appears to be based on

the theory that if the plant was originally safe to be licensed it the site, it would also be

satisfactory to renew the license, barring any significant IssL es invoMng passive structures,

systems, and components. The petitioners further suggest hat many key factors affecting

nuclear plant licensing evolve over time, in that the populatk.n grows; ocal, State, and Federal

regulations evolve; public awareness increases; technology improves; and plant economic

• r- 5
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values change. As a result, roads and infrastructure requirec for a successful evacuation may

not improve along with population density, inspection methoc s may not be adopted or may be

c used inappropriately, and regulations may alter the plant des gn after commercial operation.

According to the petitioners, the license renewal process unc ar 10 CFR part 54 inappropriately

excludes these factors. Mr. Spano also suggested that, befc -e the concept of license renewal

for nuclear power plants was established, it was generally as 3umed that plants would exist as

operating facilities for the rest of their design life and then wc uld enter a decommissioning

phase. He stated that this assumption is supported by the fa -t that the collection of

decommissioning funds from ratepayers Initiated in the 1970: was based on a 40-year life of

the facility.

Both petitions set forth a list of 'key renewal issues," I lat are stated as questions the

petitioners believe are necessary to confront during the licenm a renewal process- Mr Spano

lists five such 'key renewal issues:'

(1) Could a new plant, designed and built to CL rrent standards, be
licensed on the same site today? For example given the

S..population growth in Westchester County, it is uncertain if Indian
Point would be licensed today. The population in the areas near
Indian Point has outpaced the capacity of the oad infrastructure
to support it, making effective evacuation in ar emergency
unlikely.

(2) Have -the local societal and infrastructure fi..ctors that
influenced the original plant licensing changec In a manner that
would make the plant less apt to be licensed tr ,day?. For example,
three of four counties surrounding Indian Poin" have not submitted
certified letters in. support of the emergency eN acuation plan. That
would not be a consideration under the curren licensing process.
However, the inability of local governments to rupport the safely
of the evacuation plan should, at the very leas, give serious
pause before the licenses of the plants are rer awed.

(3) Can the plant be modified to assure public iealth and safety in
a post-9/11 era? For example, Indian Point ca inot be made
sufficiently sale according to James Lee Witt, ormer head of
FEMA.

6
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(4) Have locaVState regulations changed that would affect the
plants continued operation? For example, Inc ian Point must
convert from once-through cooling to a closer -cycle design using
cooling towers,

(5) The original design basis of older nuclear )ower plants did not
include extended onsite storage of spent nuci )ar fuel (SN F). At
Indian Point for example, the current SNF sto age plan includes
one or more Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installations onsite,
which increases the overall risk to the local cc mmunity.

L Mayor Scarpelli identifies six similarly phrased "key renewal ssues:;

(1) Could a new plant, designed and built to c irrent standards, be
licensed on the same site today? With the grc wth of Ocean
County, which continues today, it is not certai! that a nuclear plant
would be permitted there today.

(2) The design of Oyster Creek's reactor has )een prohibited for
* nearly four decades. Does that reactor conlor -n to today's
standards? Would Oyster Creek receive a lict nse today with that
reactor?

(3) In light of the terrorist attacks of Septemb* r 11, 2001, would
Oyster Creek's storage system, which is locat ad close to Route 9.
be acceptable today?

(4) Is the evacuation plan realistic in today's (C tcean County?
Would the tremendous growth of Ocean Cou ty over the past four
decades, and the failure of Ocean County's ir frastructure to keep
pace with this growth, inhibit Oyster Greek's Ii cefihood of receiving
an operating license?

(5) Would a license be permitted in light of thu public opposition to
the plant? To date, 21 municipalities in Ocear County, as well as
Congressmen Smith, Saxton and Pailone, Ne Am Jersey
Department of Environmental Protection Corn missioner Bradley,
and the Ocean County Board of Chosen Free iolders, have
expressed either their concern for a thorough review and/or their
opposition to the re-licensing.

(6) In recent weeks, two studies released by t ie National
Academy of Sciences have raised serious co ,coms about nuclear
plant security and the health effects of low-le'% el radiation upon
people who reside near nuclear plants. Shoul i these two scientific
studies and other relevant scientific data rega -ding human health
and anti-terrorism be taken Into account wher considering Oyster
Creek's license renewal application?

7
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.I. The Proposed Amendme -ts

The petitioners requested that the NRC amend its reg ilations to provide that it will Issue

a renewed license only if the plant operator demonstrates the t the plant meets all criteria and

requirements that would apply ff it were proposing the plant d -novo for an in tial construction

permit and operating license. The petitioners therefore requE sted that the NRC amend § 54.29

to provide that the Commission will issue a renewed license c nly if it finds that, upon a de novo

review, the plant would be entitled to an initial operating licen 3e in accordance with all criteria

applicable to initial operating licenses, as set out in the Comr iission's regulations, including 10

CFPR parts 2. 19, 20, 21, 26, 30, 40, 50, 51. 54, 55, 73, 100, • nd the appendices to these

regulations. The petitioners also requested that the. NRC maie corresponding amendments to .

§§ 54.4, 54.19, 54.21, and 54.23, and rescind § 54.30. The petitioners stated that the criteria to

be examined as part of a renewal application should include -actors such as demographics,

siting, emergency evacuation, and site security, The petition ars believe that in undertaking this

analysis the NRC should focus on the critical plant-specific fc ctors and conditions that have the

greatest potential to affect public safety.

11ill. Public Comments Received on t re Petitions

The NRC received 21 comment letters on PRM-54-O;:. Fifteen letters support the

granting of the petition and six support denying the petition, On PRM-54-03, the NRC received

four letters. One letter supports granting the petition and thr, :e letters support denial.

Letters in support of granting the petitions

Eleven letters of support came from individuals and f' 1re came from public interest

groups or individuals affiliated with public interest groups. T1 ie public interest groups are

Riverkeeper, Nuclear Free Vermont, Critical Mass Energy ar d Environment Program (CMEP),

which Is part of Public Citizen, Public Citizen, and the NucleE r Information and Resource

8
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Service. Most of the letters are short statements of support E nd echo the petitioners concerns

about emergency planning, evacuation, population density, a id Infrastructure. Other letters,

rmainly from organizations, comment more extensively and ra se additional issues for

consideration in renewing licenses. These issues include rec uiring an intergrated plant

assessment of both moving and non-moving parts; basing th,; regulations on the best scientific

and technical knowledge and data available; the use of seisn ic hazard analyses; public

participation; designs of older plants; site-specific reviews, ar d waste management.

, Several commenters stated that they are concerned t iat the current relicensing

regulations are not in the best interest of the public and its hE. aith and safety. They state that

nuclear plants should meet the highest standards. They defi ie these standards as those that

are based on the most current experience and knowledge.

One commenter focused in detail on the changes he hinks should be made to the

NRC's license renewal regulations: requiring a moving parts issessment; addressing storage of

spent nuclear fuel, the changes In population density and tra tic patterns in the supplemental

environmental Impact study, and evaluating the feasibility of he current emergency evacuation

for communities surrounding operating plants.

Another commenter stated that license extension is r' Zt a right The commenter

believes that site-specific analysis is necessary and improve, I knowledge must be applied. The

NRC should not "lower the bar for currently operating plants, and they should be required to

meet or exceed the veiy same standards a now operator wo j1d."

Letters In support of denylng the petitions

Of the nine letters supporting denial, seven letters ca ne from Industry organizations and

two from Individuals, The Industry organizations are Enterg\. Exelon, the Nuclear Energy

Institute (NEI) (who sent 2 letters, 1 for each petition), South arn Califomia Edison, Tennessee

Valley Authority, and Strategic Teaming and Resource Shar ng, a group of six utilities. Those

9
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letters mainly argue that the proposed amendments are misg Jided and contrary to sound

regulatory and public policy. Specifically, these commenters argue that the petitioners

misconstrue the 1991 license renewal rule; th~e petitioners pri: pose regulating factors that are

beyond NRC's jurisdiction and not appropriate for rulemaking; the proposed rulemaking would

duplicate the regulation of matters that are subject of ongoin! 1 regulatory oversight; and that the

petitions lack bases upon which the Commission should con lude that its earlier determinations

were incorrect or inappropriate.

NEI, commenting on behalf of the nuclear industry, st ites that the petitions should be

denied because the regulatory framework of the existing NR' , license renewal process is

appropriately focused and adequately protects public health Lmd safety. NEI also states that

the petitions fall to provide a valid basis for expanding license, renewal reviews to duplicate the

Commission's initial plant licensing review on certain topics.

One letter from an individual opposes Mayor Scarpel i's proposal and specific issues.

He states that his concerns with the Mayor's proposal are th- , they would result in the inevitable

closing of nuclear power plants in New Jersey and nationwid 3, and in the resulting rise in

energy costs to consumers. The commenter states that the \Aayor has ample opportunity to

voice his concerns through the current renewal process. Th,: commenter also states that

because Oyster Creek appears to be the mayor's primary fo :us, amending NRC regulations

would be "a horrendously overinclusive remedy to a local prr blem." Finally, the commenter

cites both local and statewide public support for the renewal -f Oyster Creek's license.

IV. Discussion

The NRC has reviewed the petitions and the publIc c mments and appreciates the

concerns raised. However, the NRC is denying both petitlor s under § 2.803. The reasons for

the denials are described in more detail in the discussion thz t follows. Briefly, the petitions

10
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raise issues that the Commission already considered at lengd h in developing the license

renewal rule (December 13, 1991; 56 FR 64943). These isseues are managed by the on-going

regulatory process or under other regulations; or are issues I eyond the Commission's

regulatory authority. The petitioners did not present any neo information that would contradict

- positions taken by the Commission when the license renewal rule was established or

demonstrate that sufficient reason exists to modify the currer t regulations.

Summary ot the License Renewal Process

Under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (iEA), the NRC Issues licenses for

commercial power reactors to operate for up to 40 years and allows these licenses to be

renewed for another 20 years upon application by the llcensE e. The 40-year license term was

selected on the basis of economic and antitrust consideratior is, not technical limitations

(56 FR 64960-64962; December 13,1991).

The Commission has explained its regulatory philoso )hy in license renewal at length in

the final rule issued December 13, 1991 (56 FR 64943), as vY ell as revisions to the final rule

IssuedsMay 8, 1995 (60 FR 22461). That philosophy is that The issues material to the renewal

of a nuclear power plant operating license are to be confinec to those issues that the

Commission determines are uniquely relevant to protecting t ie public health and safety and

preserving common defense and security during the period of extended operation. This basic

philosophy led the Commission to the formulation of two prir ciples of license renewal as

descrIbed in the 1995 document:

1. The current regulalory process is adequate to ens ire that the licensing bases of all

currently operating plants provide and maintain an acceptab e level of safety, except for

possibly the detrimental effects of aging on certain structure ;, systems, and components and

possibly a few other issues related to safety only during exte nded operation. Issues relevant to

11
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current plant operations are addressed by the regulatory prc -ess and will be carried forward

into the extended period of operation. Examples of current i ;sues include emergency planning

and nuclear plant security. These issues are managed by ct irrent regulatory processes and will

continue to be managed by them during the period of extenc ad operation. Additional reviews

for license renewal are not necessary.

2. Each plant-specific licensing basis must be malnt; ined during the renewal term in the

same manner and to the same extent as during the original censing term.

The Commission has decided to limit the scope of tho license renewal process because

other issues would, by definition, be relevant to the safety ar d security of curre plant

operation. Given the Commission's responsibility to oversee the safety and security of

operating reactors, Issues that are relevant to both current p ant operation and operation during

the extended perlod must be addressed as they arise within he present license term rather

than at the time of renewal. In some cases, safety or securit might be endangered if resolution

of a safety or security matter were postponed until the final r mewal decision. Thus, duplicating

the Commission's responsibirities in both oversight of curren plant operations as well as license

renewal would not only be unnecessary, but would waste Cc imission resources.

NRC Evaluation of Issues Raised in the Petitions and Cc mments

The Commission has analyzed and addressed the SL bstance of these issues on

numerous occasions in the past, Neither the petitions nor t, comments raise new issues, nor

provide any tangible reason why the careful formulation of tte scope of license renewal should

be addressed once again. Other procedural mechanisms ar . available to the public to raise

concerns related to the current operations or the renewal of i licence for nuclear power plants.

An interested party could, for instance, file a request under . 2.206, requesting that the NRC

take action to institute a proceeding, under § 2.202 to modib,, suspend or revoke a license, or

12
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for any other action as may be proper. Furthermore, any intf rested person may report a safety

or security concern, or allegation to the NRC at anytime. Th, Commission's regulations also

provide for numerous opportunities for interested parties to I. 3come involved in licensing

actions and rulemaking proceedngs.

The NRC has reviewed each of the petitioners' reque ýts and provides the following

analysis:

1. The petitioners request that the NRC amend its re gulations to provide that a renewed

license will be issued only if the plant operator demonstrates that the plant meets all criteria and

requirements that would be applicable if the plant was being wroposed de novo for Initial

construction. In particular, § 54.29 should be amended to pr vide that a renewed license may

be issued if the Commission finds that, upon a de novo revie Al, the plant would be entitled to an

initial operating license in accordance with all criteria applica )le to initial operating licenses, as

set out in the Commission's regulations, including 10 CFR p rts.2, 19, 20, 21,26,.30, 40, 50,

51, 54, 55, 73, 100 and the appendices to these regulations.

NRC Review: The Commission explicitly considered nd rejected the possibility that an

application for license renewal would be treated as if it were in initial application for an

operating license when it issued the license renewal rule on )ecember 13, 1991; 56 FR 64943.

In the statement of considerations (SOC) to that document, I ne Commission explained:

"It is not necessary for the Commission to rev ew each renewal
application against standards and criteria that apply to newer,
plants or future plants in order to ensure that )peration during the
period of extended operation is not inimical to the public health
and safety. Since Initial licensing, each opera ring plant has
continually been inspected and reviewed as a result of new
information gained from operating experience. Ongoing
regulatory processes provide reasonable asst irance that, as new
issues and concerns arise, measures needed to ensure that
operation is not inimical to the public health a, id safety and
common defense and security are 'backfitted' onto the plants."
(December 13, 1991; 56 FR 64945)
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The Commission revised the license renewal rule in 1 995, in part to eliminate any

ambiguity as to the scope of license renewal. The Commissi)n emphasized that it "continues to

believe that aging management of certain important systems structures, and components

during this period of extended operation should be the focus If a renewal proceeding and that

issues concerning operation during the currently authorized t:3rm of operation should be

addressed as part of the current license rather than deferred until a renewal review."

(May 8, 1995; 60 FR 22481) However, out of concern for thc possibility that the rule "could be

erroneously interpreted as requiring a general demonstration of compliance with the [Continuing

Licensing Basis] as a prerequisite for issuing a renewed Ilcer se,* the Commission amended

§ 54.29 (Standards for issuance of a renewed license) to clal ify the specific findings required

for renewing a license, and by adding § 54.30 (Matters not st ibject to a renewal review), which

specified that the licensee's responsibilities for addressing s• feW matters under its current

licensing basis is not within the scope of license renewal.

Seeking to revisit this determination, the petitioners s iggest that the Commission

J. •reverse its course, and set forth a new standard for issuance of a renewed license that would

be essentially the same as what the Commission rejected in :ormulating the license renewal

rule. Though the Commission appreciates the petitioners' cc ncerns regarding the facilities in

their communities, the petitioners offer no new information tt at would support inclusion of those

issues in the license renewal process and that was not prev iusly considered.

2. The petitioners request that corresponding amendm'nents be made to 10 CFR 54.4,

54.19, 54.21, and 54,23, and that 10 CFR 54.30 be rescinde 1.

NRC Review. The NRC rejects the request that the c -rresponding amendments be

made because it disagrees with the petitioners' contention that the license renewal rule should

be amended.

3. The petitioners request that the criteria to be exar ilned as part of a renewal

14
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application should include factors such as emergency plannlT g, demographics, siting, site

security, and spent. fuel storage.

NRC Review:

Emergency Plannino: The petitioners request that the Commission consider emergency

planning as part of the license renewal process. They both C Kpressed deep concerns thaL in

light of the change in demographics, local infrastructures anc governments would be unable to

support large-scale evacuations. Both petitioners suggested that, if either facility were

proposed for initial licensing today, that the licenses would bi, rejected for these reasons. Thus,

the petitioners conclude that it is unreasonable to relicense f,.clities that would clearly be

ineligible for initial licensing.

The Commission has already considered evacuation ;n formulating the license renewal

rule and determined that emergency preparedness need riot )e reviewed again for license

renewal (December 13.1991,; 56 FR 64966),. Current requirilments, including periodic update

requirements provide reasonable assurance that an adequat) level of emergency preparedness

exists at any operating reactor. The Commission explained t iat "[t1hrough its standards and

required exercises, the Commission ensures that existing p12 ns are adequate throughout the

life of any plant even In the face of changing demographics z nd other site-related factors. Thus,

these drlls, performance criteria, and independent evaluatia s provide a process to ensure

continued adequacy of emergency preparedness In light of c ianges in site characteristics that

may occur during the term of the existing operating license, -: uch as transportation systems and

demographics." This determination is also incorporated in t, 3 Commission's regulations at

§ 50.47(a). describing emergency planning requirements, in mhich a new finding on emergency

planning considerations is specifically not required for licensf, renewal. The Commission

reaffirmed its determination on emergency planning in its MP! 8,1995 (60 FR 22468)

amendment of the license renewal rule,

15
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The regulations in §§ 50.47, 50.54(q), and 50.54(s) tltrough (u), and appendix E to part

50, establish requirements and performance for emergency )repar•dness. These

requirements apply to all nuclear power plant licensees and equire the specified levels of

protection from each licensee regardless of plant design, cot istruction, or license date. The

requirements of § 50.47 and appendix E to part 50 are indeF endent of the renewal of the

operating license, and continue to apply during the license rf newal term. The NRC's regulatory

oversight program (POP) monitors the continued adequacy, if a licensee's EP program. In

addition, licensees must review the facility's EP program per odically, including working with

State and local governments, and have biennial exercises wi ;h offslte authorities.

In addition, the Commission recently reasserted its piý ,sition on emergency preparedness

in the rellcensing of the Millstone Nuclear Power Station. In hat case, the Commission stated,

"Mhe primary reason we excluded emergency-plarhning isst. 3s from license renewal

proceedings was to limit the scope of those proceedings to '•.ge-related degradation unique to

license renewal.' Emergency planning is, by its very nature, ieither germane to age-related

degradation nor unique to the period covered by the MilIstoni! license renewal application."

Dominion Nuclear Connecticut, Inc. (Millstone Nuclear Powe Station, UnIts 2 and 3),

CLI-05-24, 62 NRC 551, 560-561 (2005). If the Commissior were to consider emergency

planninig during the license renewal review, it is not evident ti iat the petitioners' assertions as to

the licenseabilty of either site have any factual basis. The pc titioners ask rhetorically whether

the local societal and infrastructure factors that influenced th original plant licensing changed

in a manner that would make the plant less apt to be lIcense I today. As examples of these

factors, the petitioners cited changes In the demographics sii ce the facilities were initially

licensed, and deficiencies in the local infrastructure. Yet the: ;e broad, conclusory statements

without'.a factual or technical basis are Insufficient to support a petition for rulemaking under the

Commission's regulations. A petition for rulemaking, as set rth at § 2.802(c)(3), must contain
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"relevant technical, scientific or other data involved which is 'easonably available to the

petitioner..." Neither petitioner has presented this type of Inf )rmation.

'Setting the sufficiency of the petition aside, it is not e tident that demographics and siting

would necessarily preclude the issuance of an initial operatir g license at either site, The

Commission has addressed these issues, however, in other "ulemakings. The final rule on

reactor site criteria for nuclear power plants, 10 CFR part 10) (December 11, 1996;

61 FR :65157) addressed examining demographics and sitint i, both for future reactor facilities

and license renewal. Regarding new facilities, the rule state:

"The Commission is not establishing specific r iumerical criteria for
evaluation of population density in siting futurn, reactor facilities
because the acceptability of a specific site frotn the standpoint of
population density must be considered in the overall context of
safety and environmental considerations. The Commission's
Intent is to assure that a site that has significa it safety,
environmental or economic advantages is not rejected solely
because it has a higher population density the n other available
sites. Population density is but one factor that must be balanced
against the other advantages and disadvantar es of a particular
site in determining the site's acceptability. ThL 3, It must be
recognized that sites with higher population dt nsity, so long as
they are located away from very, densely popu lated centers, can
be approved by the Commission if they prese, it advantages in
terms of other considerations applicable to thE evaluation of
proposed sites." (61 FR 85162)

Regarding future population growth, the 1996 final ru'l ý explains:

"Population growth in the site vicinity will be pt. riodically factored
into the emergency plan for the site, but since higher population
density sites are not unacceptable, per se, the Commission does
not intend to consider license conditions or re. trictions upon an
operating reactor solely upon the basis that 1h ) population density
around it may reach or exceed levels that weri not expected at
the time of site approval. Finally the CommisE ion wishes to
emphasize that population considerations as v tell as other siting
requirements apply only for the initial siting for new plants and will
not be used in evaluating applications for the I anewal of existing
nuclear power plant licenses." (61 FR 65163)
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After the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, U.c. commercial nuclear facilities

escalated to the highest level of security. Since then, the NR 3 has issued more than 35

Advisories, Orders, and Regulatory Issue Summaries to furtt er strengthen security at U.S.

power reactors. In April 2003, the NRC required by order thae: power reactors revise their

physical security plans, guard training and qualification plans, and contingency plans.

Furthermore, the Commission will soon.issue a final rule revi ;ing the Design Basis Threat

(DBT) regulations in 10 CFR 73.1 (See proposed rule, 70 FF 67380; November 7, 2005), and

will soon publish a proposed rule for comment amending mo ;t of its security regulations for

power reactors. (See Proposed Rulemaking - Power Reacto r Security Requirements, SECY-

06-0126).

The previously cited Commission decisions and agen ;y activities support denial of this

section of the petition because security issues are monitored through an on-going regulatory

process.

Stora-ge of SNF. The petitioners also contend that th.? Commission should consider the

impact of the long-term storage of SNF, either in pools or at ndependent spent fuel storage

installations (ISFSIs) during license renewal.

NRC Review: In addition to being excluded by definit 'on from the scope of license

renewal under part 54, the Commission has also specifically decided to preclude the storage of

spent fuel from license renewal in § 51.95(c)(2) of the Comn' ission's regulations, which stales

that "The supplemental EIS prepared at the license renewal ;tage need not discuss ... any

aspect of the storage of spent fuel for the facility within the s -ope of the generic determination

in § 51.23(a) and in accordance with § 51,23(b).0 Section 5 .23 contains the Commission's

'Waste Confidence Rule," in which the Commission had ma le a generic finding that aspent fuel

generated in any reactor can be stored safely and without siý lnificant environmental impacts for

at least 30 years beyond the licensed life for operation (whic 1 may include the term of a revised
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or renewed license) of that reactor at its spent fuel storage b; tsin or at either onsite or offsite

ISFSls," The rule therefore does not require analysis of thes 3 impacts as part of the

environmental report, environmental assessment, or environi iental impact statement. The

Commission's reasoning for this finding has been documentE d in great detail and periodically

reconsidered since the rule was first issued in 1984, See fim.n rule, Waste Confidence

Decision, (49 FR 34658; August 31, 1984): "Waste Confiden, :e Decision Review," (September

18, 1990; 55 FR 38474); "Waste Confidence Decision Revievt: Status," (December 6. 1999; 64

FR 68005); and "State of Nevada; Denial of Petition for Ruler laking," (PRM-51-08) (August 17,

2005; 70 FR 48329).

Additionally. the NRC notes that the licensing and reg ilatory oversight of ISFSIs are

dealt with under part 72, and that the Commission has specif -ally determined on several

occasions that these issues are therefore outside the scope I f license renewal for power

reactors. See Nuclear Management Company, LLC. (Palisac es Nuclear Plant), CLI -06-17, 63

NRC 727, 733-734 (2006); and Duke Energy Corp. (Oconee 4uclear Station, Units 1, 2, and 3),

CLI-99-11, 49 NRC 328, 344 n.4 (1999).

4. Changes to State and Local Law Affecting Contlnu ýd QOeration: Both petitions

requested that changes to State and local 'regulations should be considered during the license

renewal process. Mr. Spano stated a concern that Indian Pc irt must convert from

once-through cooling to a closed-cycle design using cooling t )wers."

NRC Review: Licensees must comply with applicable local and State regulations.

However, nuclear power plant safety is the exclusive provincc of the Federal Government and

cannot be regulated by the States. Under the AEA, the NRC ias exclusive authority over the

health and safety regulations of nuclear power plants and AE. . materials. A State law that

directly or indirectly sets nuclear power plant safety standardE would thus be facially invalid.

However, a State law that regulates the generation, sale, or tr ansmission of nuclear energy
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produced by a NRC-licensed nuclear power facility would not oe pre-empted by the AEA Thus,

to the extent that a nuclear power plant licensee was subject•'o a State law not pre-empted by

- the AEA, that licensee would have a continuing obligation to c omply with that law. NRC

consideration of the applicable State or local laws at the licen- ;e renewal stage is therefore not

necessary or appropriate during license renewal.

Regarding the conversion to closed cycle design, the '4RC believes that Mr. Spano is

incorrect in two respects. First, the regulation to which he ref ,rs is a Federal, not a local or

stale regulation: Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) reg ilation on impingement

entrainment (40 CFR Part 122: National Pollutant Discharge ilimination System - Final

Regulations to Establish Requirements for Cooling Water Into ke Structures at Phase II Existing

Facilities; 69 FR 41575; July 9, 2004). Second. the regulatior has performance standards that

can be met in various ways, one of which is closed-cycle cool ng. Thus, it would be incorrect to

suggest that EPA's regulations require conversion to a closer -cycle design.

5. The petitioners contend that factors such as an Inc ease In public awareness,

'l!technology improvements, and changes in plant economic va ues are inappropriately excluded

from the part 54 license renewal process.

NRC Review. Evolving factors such as public awaren, ,ss, technology improvements,

and plant economic values are beyond the purview of the Cor imission's regulatory authority.

The NRC notes that the regulatory process considers iew scientific and technical

knowledge since plants were initially licensed and imposes ne w requirements on licensees as

justified. The NRC engages in a large number of regulatory z ctivitles that, when considered

together, constitute a regulatory process that provides ongoin ] assurance that the licensing

basis of nuclear power plants provides an acceptable level of gafety. This process includes

research, inspections, audits, investigations, evaluations of oF erating experience, and

regulatory actions to resolve identified issues. These activitie • Include consideration of new
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scientific or technical information. The NRC's activities may -esult in changes to the licensing

basis for nuclear power plants through issuance of new or re iised regulations, and the issuance

of orders or confirmatory action letters. Operating experienc,), research, or the results of new

analyses are also issued by the NRC through documents suc h as bulletins, generic letters,

regulatory information summaries, and information notices. I i this way, the NRC's

consideration of new information provides ongoing assurance that the licensing basis for the.

design and operation of all nuclear power plants provide an a -ceptable level of safety. This

process continues for plants that receive a renewed license. In addition, the economic viability

of nuclear power is not vithin the regulatory jurisdiction of the NRC. However, NRC regulations

require adequate funds to ensure the decommissioning of co. nmercial facilities (e.g.,

commercial power reactors and ISFSls) and for the safe man igament of SNF. A consideration

of costs and benefits of .a proposed action and its aftematives are normally part of the NRC's

review according to NEPA; however, these factors have beer excluded from consideration in

the NEPA review for license renewal. (see 10 CFR 51.45(c), 51 ,63(c)(2), and 51.95(c)(2)).

, 6. PRM-54-03 states that the NRC should revise part 54 to require consideration of a

,worst-case scenario" in connection with license renewal, to tt a same extent that these issues

must be considered at the intialtconstruction/licensing stage.

NRC Review: All of the requirements regarding desigr basis accidents analyzed for the

original operating license continue to apply for the period of e) tended operation. There is no

relaxation of the requirements applicable for the first 40 years for a licensee applying for license

renewal. Analyses that rely on the original licensing term (i.e. 40 years) that meet the criteria

contained in § 54.3(a) must be evalualed for license renewal nd demonstrated acceptable in

:ýaccordance with § 54.21 (c).

In the environmental context, the NRC's current regula ions address accidents for

license renewal. Subpart A to appendix B of part 51, Table 13 1, "Summary of Findings on
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NEPA Issues for License Renewal of Nuclear Power Plants," under "Postulated Accidents,"

states that the NRC has concluded that the environmental im oacts of design basis accidents

are of small significance for all plants. For severe accident irr pacts, Table B-1 states that NRC

has determined that 'The probability weighted consequences of atmospheric releases, fallout

onto open bodies of water, releases to groundwater, and soc etal and economic impacts from

severe accidents are small for all plants.' However. accordint 1to § 51.53(c)(3)(ii)(L) alternatives

to mitigate severe accidents must be considered for all plantM that have not considered these

alternatives.

Public Comments

Integrated Plant Assessment

A commenter states that NRC must include an asses, ment of moving parts.for

relicensing. The commenter also states that all license renewal applicants should be required

to submit an integrated plant assessment that includes both r noving and non-moving parts

before being relicensed.

NRC Review: The Commission explictly considered vhether to include active

structures and components within the scope of a license renc wal review when it amended the

license renewal rule in 1995, The Commission concluded th. Lt structures and components

associated only with active functions can be generically eXcIL ded from a license renewal aging

management review. Functional degradation resulting from Che effects of aging on active

- functions Is more readily determinable, and existing program i and requirements are expected

to directly detect the effects of aging. Considerable experien :e has demonstrated the

effectiveness of these programs, including the performance-11)ased requirements of the

* maintenance rule contained in 10 CFR 50.65. For example, nany licensee programs that
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ensure compliance with technical specifications are based on surveillance activities that monitor

performance of structures and components that perform activ . functions. As a result of the

continued applicability of existing programs and regulatory re juirements, the Commission

determined that active functions of structures and component i will be reasonably assured

during the period of extended operation.

Performance and condition monitoring for structures a id components typically involve

functional verification, either directly or indirectly. Direct verifi -ation is practical for active

functions such as pump flow, valve stroke time, or relay actuztion where the parameter of

concern (required function), including any design margins, ca be directly measured or.

observed. For passive functions, the relationship between th. measurable parameters and the

required function Is less directly. verified. Passive functions, • uch as pressure boundary and

structural integrity are generally verified indirectly, by confirmi ition of physical dimensions or

component physical condition (e.g., piping structural integrity oan be predicted based on

measured wall thickness and condition of structural supports":. It should be noted that although

the parts of structures and components that only perform act ve functions do not require an

aging management review, structures and components that ý erform both passive and active

functions do require an aging management review for their in tended passive functions only,

For example, the casings of safety related pumps and valves perform a passive pressure

* boundary function and require aging management, but the in emals of those pumps and valves,

which have an active function, do not.

Therefore, the effects of aging on actve structures ar d components are being managed

by existing programs and any aging effects will continue to b ) managed by these programs for

the period of extended operation. The commenter dld not pr vide any Information to justify

revising the scope of the license renewal rule.
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Use of Current Scientific and Technical Knowledge

One commanter states that regulations must be base I on best scientific and technical

knowledge and data available, instead of allowing currently o •erating plants.to be

grandfathered into compliance based on scientific data from he 1970s that is proven to be

outdated.

NRC Review'. The NRC believes that the regulations ure based on the best scientific

and technical knowledge and data available. The regulatory process does consider new

scientific and technical knowledge and data available since p ants were initially licensed, and

imposes new requirements on licensees as justified. All of tti Commission's regulations

undergo a lengthy and detailed rulemaking process required by the AdmInIstrative Procedure

Act. During that process, the staff conducts a detailed techn cal review based in part on its

-years of experience, and input from the sientlfic community public comment on the

rulemaking, and industry. For further details, see the previot s discussion under comment 6,

concerning technology improvements.

• This commenter also suggests that the license renev, a] process simply "grandfathers"

older plants Into compliance with the current regulations. Cc ntrary to the commenter's

assertion, the NRC does not "grandfather plants ais part of t ie license renewal. As explained

previously, the review conducted within the scope of renewir g an operating license does not

relieve a licensee from compliance with Its current licensing )asis, which mandates compliance

with the Commission's current regulations. If changes in tec hnology or scientific knowledge

occur resulting in new NRC requirements, each licensee mu At evaluate the new requirements

and comply based on the design and licensing basis of their plant.

Seismic Hazard Analyses

One commenter states that updated seismic hazard& analyses are not required of

licensees, despite the issuance of new regulations that ackr owledge the change in scientific
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knowledge on the differing effects of earthquakes on plant str uctures. The commenter further

states that new seismic regulations (December 11, 1996; 61 :R 65157) only apply to new

nuclear power plants.

NRC Review: The December 1996 regulation (part 1oO) provides basic siting criteria for

decisions about future sites and future nuclear power plants. The SOCs of the 1996 final rule

stated that to replace the existing regulation with an entirely r ew regulation would not be

acceptable because the provisions of the existing regulations form part of the licensing bases

for many of the operating nuclear power plants and others th, it are in various stages of

obtaining operating licenses. Therefore, the Commission cor icluded that these provisions

should remain in effect for currently operating facilities. To e 1sure the continued safety of

currently operating nuclear power plants, the NRC required It ,dustry to re-examine their seismic

designs as part of the Individual Plant Examination of Extem, d Events (IPEEE) program. The

results of the IPEEE studies are summarized in NUREG-174 2, "Perspectives Gained from the

.:ndividual Plant Examination of External Events (IPEEE) Prot lram." Based on the evaluations

z.of the IPEEE program, the NRC staff determined that seismi," designs of operating nuclear

power plants still provide an adequate level of protection. Sit ice the IPEEE program, the NRC

staff has continued to assess the most recent models for est mating seismic ground motion

from earthquakes as well as recent models for earthquake s&)urces in seismic regions such as

New Madrid, MO, and Charleston, SC. To evaluate the impact of the most recent seismic

studies, cited previously. on currently operating nuclear pow(.r plants, the NRC has initiated a

generic issue resolution process (Generic Issue 199, "lmplica Ltions of Updated Probabilistic

Seismic Hazard Estimates in Central and Eastem United Stz tes," ML051600272).

Public Participation

A commenter voiced the concern that the current trea tment of license renewal "unfairly

excluded and denies the public and its experts from critical a ialysis of the risks and benefits of
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20 additional years of operational wear and tear on safety-re1l ted equipment and from critical

analysis of the risks.., as well as extending and enlarging the idverse environmental impacts

from nuclear waste generation... and the vulnerability of onsit5! nuclear waste storage systems

to domestic security threats."

NRC Review. The NRC rulemaking process approprii.tely includes the public. The

public has many opportunities to comment, such as public mE stings and hearings under part

f 54. For special cases concerning security and safeguards (s, ich as rulemaking, orders, and

generic communications), procedures are implemented to appropriately ensure the

i safeguarding of nuclear material and information. In these cv ses, only persons with a need to

know and with the proper security clearance are authorized a =cess to subject proceedings.

The public also had ample opportunity to comment urd er the various part 54

ruiemakings, which evaluated prolonged waste storage.

. Public participation is an important part of the license "enewal process, Members of the

publichave several opportunities to question how aging will t' e managed during the period of

extended operation. Information provided by the licensee is nade available to the public in

various ways. The license renewal application and subsequf nt correspondence regarding the

application are available to the public from the NRC's PDR o from ADAMS, which can be
accessed through the NRC's web site (htp:/Iw w.nrc. ov). Thortly after the NRC receives a

renewal application, a public meeting is held near the nuclea power plant to give the public

* information about the license renewal process and provide a )portunites for public involvement.

Additional public meetings are held by the NRC during the re view of the renewal application.

As part of the environmental review of each license renewal 3pplication a separate public

meeting is held near the nuclear power plant seeking renew; ti to identify environmental issues

specific to the plant for the license renewal action. The resul is an NRC recommendation on

whether the environmental impacts are so great that they pr.,clude license renewal. This
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recommendation is presented In a draft plant-specific suppler ient to the GElS which is

published for comment and discussed at another public meet ig. After consideration of

comments on the draft, NRC prepares and publishes a final p ant-specific supplement to the

GElS. NRC evaluations, findings, and recommendations are published when completed. All

public meetings are posted on" NRC's web site. Key meetingý, are announced in press releases

and in the Federal Register.

Concerns may be litigated In an adjudicatory hearing 1 any party that would be

adversely affected requests a hearing as is indicated in the n, tice of opportunity for hearing for

each indMdual license renewal application. The opportunity or hearing is also announced in a

press release which is initially posted on the NRC's home pa' le on the Web. In establishing the

current hearing process under part 2, the Commission adoptf ýd many changes and undertook

additional activities intended to enhance public participation. For example, the final rule

extends from 30 to 60 days the time between issuing a Fede a/ Register notice for a reactor

J.. licensing proceeding and the time for submitting a request lo hearing and a petition to

intervene, The Commission adopted a mandatory disclosurE provision in part 2 that provides

for early and comprehensive disclosure of information by all oartles, thus avoiding the

substantial resources and delay that often Is associated with discovery. The Commission also

created a prominently displayed button on its web site titled '-{earing Opportunitles," where the

* public can find notices of Intent to tile applications, notices oa docketing of applications, and

notices of opportunity to request a hearing and petition to int ýrvene In major licensing and

regulatory actions.

Q Desiqns of.Qlder Plants

One comrnenter on PRM-54-03 was concerned aboL t the designs of older plants,

asking whether GE Mark I and II could be approved today ay id given license extensions.

NRC Response: The NRC emphasizes that it would be incorrect to conclude that any
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currently operating facility regulated by the NRC, including O :NGS, Is less safe than a newly

constructed plant. The NRC's continuous regulatory oversigh t process often requires licensees

to correct design deficiencies that could impact continued safl. operation. Since OCNGS began

operation in December 1969, the licensee has replaced and cverhauled many pieces of

equipment The licensee has also Installed new, modem sys. ems to replace or supplement

original systems that are obsolete or no longer considered acd aquate. The NRC requires plant

operators to continuously test and monitor the condition of sa ety equipment and to maintain

equipment In top condition.

If a licensee applies for license renewal, the NRC revi 3ws both the relevant safety and

environmental issues associated with the application. Specffli ally, the licensee must provide

the NRC with an evaluation of the technical aspects of plant ,.ging. The licensee must also

describe the aging management programs and activities that will be relied on to manage aging.

In addition, to support plant operation for an additional 20 yeý .rs, the licensee must prepare an

evaluation of the potential impact on the environment. The I, RC reviews the application and

miakes'a determination concerning the protection of public. hc alth and safety and the protection

oi the environment. The NRC documents its reviews In a sa' ety evaluation report and

supplemental environmental impact statement, and perforrnT verification inspections at the

licensee's facilities. If NRC approves a renewed license, the licensee must continue to comply

with air existing regulations and commitments associated witi the current operating license as

well as those additional activities required as a result of licer se renewal. Licensee activities

continue to be subject to NRC oversight in the period of exte nded operation.

Site-Specific Reviews

One commenter states that site-specific environment a] analysis is necessary.

NRC Review: The NRC performs plant-specific revie vs of the environmental impacts of

license renewal in accordance with the National Environmer (al Policy Act (NEPA) and the
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requirements of part 51. Certain issues are evaluated generically for all plants, rather than

separately in each plant's renewal application, The generic e,, aluation, NUREG-1437, "Generic

Environmental Impact Statement for License Renewal of Nucl .ar Plants" (GELS), assesses the

scope and impact of environmental effects that would be assc ciated with license renewal at any

nuclear power plant site such as endangered species, impact'; of cooling water systems on fish

and shellfish, and ground water quality. A plant-specific supp ement to the generic

environmental impact statement is required for each applicati• in for license renewal.

The GElS was developed to establish an effective lice ising process. It contains the

results of a systematic evaluation of the environmental conseý luences of renewing an operating

license and operating a nuclear power facility for an additiona. 20 years. Those environmental

issues that could be resolved generically were analyzed in de all and were resolved in the

GElS. Those issues that are unique because of a site-speoifi • attribute, a particular site setting

or unique facility interface with the environment, or variability 'rom site to site, are deferred and

are resolved at the time that an applicant seeks license renev ral. In the license renewal

process, these issues are addressed by the site-specific sup; lement to the generic

environmental impact statement (SEIS).

The GElS is used to avoid duplication and allow thes aff to focus specifically on those

issues that are important for a particular plant (iLe,, issues thz t are not generic). This is an

appropriate and effective use of the concept of tiering that w. s issued by the President's

Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) in its 1978 regulatio is that implemented the

requirements of NEPA. Tiering is the process of addressing a general program (such as a

nuclear power plant license renewal) in a generic (or progran imatic) environmental impact

statement (EIS), and then analyzing a detailed element of tho, program (such as a site-specific

action related to the general program) as a supplement to th, t generic EIS. The CEQ has

stated that its intent in formalizing the tering concept was to Bncourage agencies "to eliminate
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repetitive discussions and to focus on the actual issues ripe fi )r decisions at each level of

environmental review."

In addition, the environmental review of each license 7newal application affords several

opportunities for public input as described previously.

Nuclear Waste Manaqement

One commenter asserted that the license renewal prc, sess disallows public adjudicatory

involvement in the extension of nuclear waste generation at r, actor sites seeking license

renewal without a scientifically approved and demonstrated r uclear waste management

program because of reliance on the Waste Confidence Decis. on of 1990. The commenter

- stated: "[t]he license extension process needs to be broaden( d in its scope and not hide behind

an increasing dubious Nuclear Waste Confidence Decision b- providing for the public

intervention process to independently analyze and challenge nadequate site-specific onsite

i!spent" fuel storage systems including storage ponds and drý cask storage systems."

Another commenter added his concerns about requiri ig the most up-to-date science to

spent fuel pools and dry cask storage and questions the upd; iting of regulations regarding

seismic criteria for ISFSIs.

Another commenter cited an April 2005 report to Conr iress by the Natl6nal Academy of

Sciences entitled 'Safety and Security of Commercial Spent liuclear Fuel Storage.' The

commenter stated that the NRC should amend the regulatior s on the basis of that report to

require that security of spent fuel pools and dry cask storage be comprehensively assessed

dunng the relicanslng process.

NRC Review:. As explained in the denial of PRM-51-(8 (August 17,2005; 70 FR

48329), the Commission stated in its 1999 Waste Confidence, Decision Status Report that it

would consider undertaking a comprehensive reevaluation of the Waste Confidence findings If

either of two criteria were met: (1) When the impending repo itory development and regulatory
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ý.activities run their course; or (2) If significant and pertinent uni 'xpected events occur, raising

substantial doubt about the continuing validity of the Waste Co nfidence findings (December 6,

1991; 64 FR 68007). Because activities involving the high-Iev ý1 waste repository have not run

their course, a petitioner would have to demonstrate that "slgr ificant and pertinent unexpected

events have occurred that have raised "substantial doubt abc ut the continuing validity of the

Waste Confidence findings" for the Commission to reevaluate its conclusions. Neither PRM-54-

02 or PRM-54-03 has provided any demonstration warranting reopening of this decision.

Finally, delays of the waste depository at Yucca Mountain are not relevant to these petitions

because waste Is governed by separate NRC regulations and outside the scope of part 54, and

the Waste Confidence Decision determined that spent fuel can be safely stored onsite for 100

years. The petitioners have not shown that waste would be tI 3tter regulated under part 54.

For spent fuel issues, see previous discussion.

With respect to the comment regarding the National t cademy of Sciences Report, the

NRC notes that this is a classified report on spent fuel transp )rtation security that was delivered

to, the House and Senate Committees on Appropriations in Jt Ly 2004, and that an unclassified

summary was published in March 2005. The NRC sent a rep ort to Congress on March 14,

2005, describing the specific actions the NRC took to respon i to the Academy's

recommendations. The Academy's study Is one of many ins- ruments that supplements NRC's

understanding of the safety of the interim storage of spent fu 31.

Reasons for Denial

The NRC is denying the petitions for rulemaking (PR' A-54-02 and PRM-54-03) because

they raise Issues that the Commission already considered af length in developing the license

renewal rule (December 13, 1991; 56 FR 64943), that are m rnaged by the ongoing regulatory

process or under other regulations, or that are beyond the C •mmission's regulatory authority.
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The petitioners did not present any new information that woul I contradict positions taken by the

Commission when the regulation was established or demonst rate tat sufficient reason exists to

modify the current regulations.

Dated at Rockville, Maryland, this__ _ clay of_____, 2006.

For the Nuclear Regulat Commission.

hi Luis A. Reyes.
Executive Direao, Of. erations.
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